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Shakespeare & Company – Merging the Bard with the Russian via Two

Female Brits

The S Word: Merging Methodologies

Bella Merlin, PhD

Abstract

Shakespeare & Company was founded in Lenox, Massachusetts, in 1978 by 

English-born actor Tina Packer and Scots-born voice guru Kristin Linklater, in 

collaboration with North Americans Dennis Krausnick and Kevin Coleman. Since 

their founding, the Company’s mission has forged in equal measure a 

commitment to the three strands of actor training, performance and education. 

This paper (the core of which was presented originally at The S Word: Merging 

Methodologies symposium at DAMU, Prague, March 2017) is in many ways the 

precursor to a book currently being authored by Packer and Merlin, on the vision, 

aesthetics and fundamental pedagogy underpinning the Company’s three 

strands. Merlin has worked as an actor with Packer on three occasions (Richard III,

The Merchant of Venice, and Cymbeline) as well as participating in S&Co’s 

acclaimed Month-Long Intensive actor-training program for mid-career 

professionals in January 2016. Packer’s pioneering contribution to the female 

voice in theatre practice, actor training and Shakespeare scholarship included her

production of Cymbeline in summer 2017, which completed her directing and/or 

acting of Shakespeare’s entire canon (an achievement arguably unprecedented 

by any other female practitioner – and many males for that matter). Her 

dedication to freeing the natural voice and body, and speaking one’s truth 

intricately merges with Stanislavsky’s psychophysical acting ‘system’ and the 

‘creation of the living word’. In this paper, Merlin introduces Packer’s work and 

provides a brief overview of the fundamental components of the Month-Long 

Intensive. It also elucidates some of the crossovers and mergers between S&Co’s 

practices and Stanislavsky’s principles. 

Bella Merlin, PhD., is an actor, writer and Professor of Acting and Directing 

at the University of California, Riverside. Previous publications include Acting: The

Basics (2nd edition 2017), Facing the Fear: An Actor’s Guide to Overcoming Stage 
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Fright (2016) and The Complete Stanislavsky Toolkit (Revised Edition, 2014). With

Dr Paul Fryer, Associate Director of Research at the Stanislavski Centre, Rose 

Bruford College of Theatre and Performance, she is the co-creator of the 

international symposium series: The S Word. 

Keywords: Shakespeare & Company, Tina Packer, Stanislavsky, Active Analysis, 

‘dropping in’

Context

When asked about their methodology for creating a role, most actors give 

answers mixed in equal measure between specific influences and a certain 

nebulousness. Inevitably, each role, each genre, each director and the given 

circumstances of each acting environment determine which preparatory methods 

actors might use and how they might apply their performative strategies to 

turning a paper-and-ink script into a three-dimensional, human performance. In 

other words, the merging of methodologies is often an implicit and somewhat 

unconscious activity.

In the past eighteen months, my own merging has been rather more 

explicit and conscious. Essentially, my methodology as an actor is steeped in 

Stanislavsky, to whose practices I was introduced as an undergraduate at the 

University of Birmingham, UK, in the late 1980s (particularly under the tutelage of

Professor Gerry McCarthy). My ensuing graduate experience in Moscow at the 

Russian State University of Cinematography (VGIK) in the early 1990s deepened 

that basic understanding. There, my master-tutors (namely Albert Filozov, Katya 

Kamotskaia and Vladimir Ananyev) introduced me to Stanislavsky’s final legacy, 

Active Analysis. Active Analysis (briefly detailed below) is a rehearsal process that

I have subsequently and almost exclusively used as a director, and Stanislavsky’s

‘system’ remains my primary methodology for accessing a script as an actor. In 

fact, I can’t even begin to learn my lines until I’ve broken the script down into its 

bits of action and spent a significant amount of time in deep textual analysis. Text

analysis is like studying the map before embarking on a long and potentially 
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treacherous voyage. I find it to be a sure-fire way of beginning to plunder my 

character’s thought processes and understanding their potential motivations, and

from thence, I can start to fathom the actions that they/I might take once I’m in 

the rehearsal room. In this way, the three ‘inner psychological drives’ of thoughts,

feelings and actions are interwoven from the first imaginative steps. Without that 

preparatory text analysis, I feel as if I’m on a ship lunging through tempestuous 

seas, uncertain as to whether the destination will be reached or if I’ll be wrecked 

on the rocks.

However, my experience of the liberating and holistic rehearsal processes 

of Active Analysis left me a little compromised as an actor in acting environments

where it was not even heard of, let alone used. In other words, most rehearsal 

situations! (And particularly in television and film, where we usually have to make

significant interpretative choices long before arriving on set.) In the rehearsal 

room, I no longer wanted my script in my hand, and yet learning the lines in 

advance entailed making many choices about a character in isolation from my 

fellow actors and directors. Over the course of time, the result of this process was

that I was becoming less and less integrated as an actor. I was arguably more 

head-led and possibly less likely to really hear what my fellow actors were saying 

to me – on a visceral level, as much as an aural level – in the actual moment of 

speaking the dialogue.

Furthermore, I’m aware that, in order to negotiate the ever-changing 

instrument that is the actor’s psychophysical being, I benefit from some sort of 

professional overhaul every few years. (A kind of M.O.T., if you like.) Therefore, in 

January 2016, I undertook the ‘Month-Long Intensive’ training for mid-career 

professionals at Shakespeare & Company, Lenox, Massachusetts. My desire was 

to see if I could set my own process of deep text analysis aside. I wanted to find a

means of connecting word to thought to expression in the moment of speech – 

rather than striving to have much of it worked out beforehand. Indeed, it was 

during one of the Voice sessions at the Month-Long Intensive, that I said to 

Linklater coach, David Demke, ‘I’m trying to set my usual (potentially head-led) 

method aside and see if I can embrace the S&Co method instead.’ To which he 

replied, ‘Why not see if you can merge them both?’ It is the merger of these two 
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methods that forms the subject of this paper, presented at The S Word: Merging 

Methodologies symposium, hosted by DAMU, Prague, in association with Rose 

Bruford College of Theatre and Performance and the University of California, 

Riverside, in March 2017. In order to address that merger, I’ll start by briefly 

setting out what each method is.

What is Active Analysis?

Active Analysis is Stanislavsky’s final rehearsal legacy in his fierce struggle 

against an actor’s impassivity. The basic methodology is that, as soon as possible

in rehearsals, the actors get up on their feet and improvise the scene. The intent 

is that the improvisations (or études) ambush an actor’s overactive brain (called 

by Stanislavsky the ‘Severe Inner Critic’ and not dissimilar to Augusto Boal’s ‘Cop 

in the Head’), in order to liberate more organic, impulse-driven responses to the 

scene’s given circumstances. 

The actor’s action-based improvisations are driven by three key questions:

1. What’s happening in this situation? (What’s the main 

event?)

2. What do I do in this situation?

3. How do I get what I want from this situation?

Through four simple, rehearsal stages of (a) read the scene; (b) discuss the 

scene; (c) improvise the scene; and (d) discuss the improvisation, the actors 

proceed from the first silent études (often including little more than eye contact 

and energetic exchange between partners) to being dead-letter-perfect in the 

delivery of the lines. By constantly shifting between the round-the-table probings 

to the on-the-floor improvisations, the actors discover the appropriate mise-en-

scène for the production, adjusted as necessary by the gentle eye of the director. 

The table work facilitates the unpacking of ‘the line of thought’ and the 

improvisations unpack the line of action. These two lines braid together to create 

the production. 

The benefits of working in this way are manifold. First of all, the actors 

effortlessly create a deep ensemble connection to word, partners and 
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imagination, as well as total ownership of their characters through improvisation 

and intuition. Second, the process invariably proves extremely time- and energy-

efficient, and creates productions infused with the actors’ unexpected choices 

and unique interpretations. Third, it activates within the actors what Stanislavsky 

called a ‘constant state of inner improvisation’ and – perhaps most importantly – 

it dynamises the ‘creation of the living word’. 

Who are Shakespeare & Company? 

The ‘creation of the living word’ lies at the heart of Shakespeare & Company. 

Founded in 1978 by English-born, actor-director Tina Packer and Scottish-born, 

voice guru Kristin Linklater, S&Co is dedicated in equal measure to performance, 

training and education.

Packer – the powerful driving force behind the Company’s manifestation 

forty years ago – had trained as an actor at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts 

in the 1960s. A colourful and dynamic young woman, she had ‘run away’ in her 

late teens to live with an artist in Paris for several years. During this time, she 

frequented the English-speaking bookshop, Shakespeare and Company, (a haunt 

over the last century for Joyce, Hemingway, Burroughs, Whitman, Ginsberg, Nin 

and myriad present-day literati). Following her return both to the UK and to 

professional acting, Packer’s early career included several seasons at the Royal 

Shakespeare Company as an Associate Artist and a protégé of director and 

scholar, John Barton. She also undertook a series of television and film jobs 

(including Dora Spenlow in the screen adaptation of David Copperfield opposite 

Ian McKellan, and Anne Travers in Dr Who), and she was clearly set on a stellar 

trajectory. However, voluptuous and expressive, she seemingly didn’t ‘fit the 

mold’ of British actresses at the time and her desires began to turn to setting up 

her own company. Her vision was to combine the rigorous classical approach to 

language and verse of British training methodology at the time (which tended to 

work from the outside-in) with the contemporary emphasis on emotional truth of 

American acting at the time (which strove to work from the inside-out). To kick-

start this vision, Packer flew to New York to visit the already established voice-
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trainer, Kristin Linklater, whose advice was to apply for funds first and foremost. 

This she did, and in 1973 she won a Ford Foundation Fellowship to experiment 

with Anglo-American acting styles through a year-long training – six months in 

Alcester (near Stratford-upon-Avon) and six-months at the O’Neill Center in 

Waterford (Connecticut) – with Kristin Linklater among the faculty. This 

experiment was followed by two years of travel-study (including time at 

Muktananda’s ashram in India) and a visiting directorship at New York University 

in 1976. Inspired by these experiences, Packer’s dream of a multi-cultural, multi-

racial company continued to burn, and in 1978 she encouraged Linklater to join 

her in Lenox, Massachusetts, where they founded Shakespeare & Company.

The Company’s initial home was the then derelict estate of writer, Edith 

Wharton (1862-1937) at The Mount in Lenox. Packer also brought from the Royal 

Shakespeare Company, other faculty who had been involved in the first year-long 

experiment – movement coach John Broome and fight director B. H. Barry. Among

the troupe were MFA graudates from her directing time at NYU – former Jesuit 

priest Dennis Krausnick (now long-time Director of Training) and Kevin Coleman 

(now long-time Director of Education) and they were later joined by Trish Arnold 

(trained in Kurt-Jooss contemporary dance methodology) and John Barton (who 

provided intensive text coaching). Packer’s four years of experimentation and 

travel had galvanised some revelations, which fueled the Company’s mission:

The key to my revelations concerns the spoken work. Obviously with 

Shakespeare the verbal must have ascendancy over the visual. It was

in getting actors to own the words and give them full power that I 

began to see how we, as a culture, have cut ourselves off from the 

verbal. This has far-reaching implications concerning the level at 

which we communicate with each other. We use words to pass 

information, to intellectualize, words even as weapons, or to mask our

purpose; but communion between people happens rarely. However, 

the Elizabethans, I discovered, […] must have used words as 

experience. For in order to get actors to release words in a way that 

theatre becomes electric I had to get them to pass the words into 
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their bodies: they “became” the words, so to speak (as a musical 

instrument is its notes). There was no separation between them and 

the words they were speaking.1 [My emphasis.]

There are clearly unconscious echoes here in Packer’s early visionary words, with 

Stanislavsky’s ‘creation of the living word’ and ‘communion’ between human 

beings. Again inherently echoing Stanislavsky, Packer’s desire was to create and 

sustain an ensemble:

I created Shakespeare & Company as an ensemble. It has operated 

against all odds as an ensemble. And will come to fruition only as an 

ensemble. I am passionate about creating a major Shakespeare 

company on American soil, which can only happen by sustaining a 

permanent company. I want a permanent Shakespeare company for 

two reasons. Firstly, for my own selfish needs as no regular theatre 

would be able to sustain the training, rehearsal and design principles I

want; secondly, on a more altruistic level, I believe the establishment 

of a Shakespeare company in this country will set a standard and 

generate principles which will affect all other forms of theatre, film, 

and television. I want to create an institution which will serve the 

world’s greatest playwright long after I have disappeared; an 

ensemble which generates itself; a home where classical principles 

can be nurtured, experimented with, and manifested, from decade to 

decade.2

Given the multitude of actors who have passed through the Company’s studios 

and stages – from seven-year-old acolytes to Olympia Dukakis, Andre Gregory, 

John Douglass Thompson and Finn Wittrock – not to mention numerous trainers 

and educators, Packer’s youthful dream has reached widely experienced 

realization. Indeed, S&Co actors were always considered educators as much as 

practitioners, and it comes as no surprise that, when the Company relocated in 
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2001, it was to the campus of the former Lenox Boys’ School, from whence it 

continues to serve its local and global communities.

The mission of performance, education and training

Under the artistic directorship since September 2016 of longtime Company 

member, Allyn Burrows, the S&Co’s online statements of Mission, Vision, Values, 

Ethic, and Aesthetic continue to resonate with Packer’s profound curiosity about 

truthful communication and the classical principles that infused the original 1978 

mission:

We are committed to nurturing the creative impulse, exploring the universal

themes of human experience, engaging with the widest possible audience, 

and influencing future generations. […]

We aspire to perform as the Elizabethans did – in love with poetic 

language, visceral experience, and the mysteries of the universe, while 

rooted in the classical ideals of inquiry, balance and harmony.3 

Allied to the mission are the values that unite, not only the Company members, 

but also a broad artistic and humanist community: ‘What does it mean to be 

alive? How should we act? What must I do?’ And as their guiding quotation from 

King Lear propounds ‘Who is it that can tell me who I am?’

As aforementioned, one of the distinguishing features of Shakespeare & 

Company is that actor training, education and performance are valued and 

sustained in equal measure. This isn’t a theatre company with an offshoot 

outreach and education department. This isn’t a conservatory that funnels its 

graduates into the industry. This is a Company on whose 63-acre campus the 

Training Program, the Education Program and the performance schedule are 

equally important and mutually interwoven. The training underpins the 

productions (with the majority of hired Equity and non-Equity actors having taken 

the S&Co Intensive at some point); the Education program thoroughly integrates 

training and performance (be it the schools program, the Shakespeare in the 
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Courts project with at-risk youth, or performances with Austin Riggs open hospital

patients, to name but a handful); and the summer Shakespeare festival is one of 

the most acclaimed in North America. The Company’s work is profoundly 

psychophysical; indeed, the performance aesthetic is renowned for its physical 

robustness, clear storytelling and dynamic (albeit occasionally irreverent) 

connection to the audience. 

The key aspects of the Ford Foundation Fellowship that ignited Packer’s first

experiment have remained critical to the structure of S&Co’s training, education 

and performance ever since. They are: the use of voice and language to free 

human expression from the limitations of habit; the desire to restore thought and 

language to their sensory organic roots; the harnessing of breath into image into 

impulse into voice into expression (text); and the fundamental elements of the 

Elizabethan theatre. To which end, the acting curriculum revolves around: 

Structure of the Verse, the Linklater voice progression; Fight; Clown; and the 

essential Actor-Audience relationship. And at the heart of shaping and evolving 

their aesthetic is the ‘Month-Long Intensive’.

The Month-Long Intensive

The Month-Long Intensive is a four-week professional actor-training program that 

has been held in the January of each year since it was piloted in 1979. Since this 

paper is a precursor to a full-length book in which the history and vision of the 

training is detailed, I here outline very briefly the structure of the Intensive as an 

indication of its underlying pedagogy.

For four weeks (from the end of December to the third week of January 

each year), classes are held from 8.15am until 10.15pm (i.e. ten to twelve hours a

day) for six days of the week (Tuesday through to Sunday). During this intensive 

class time, participants take all their meals together in the campus ‘refectory’ and

live in close proximity on campus (in Lawrence Hall, formerly Lenox Boys’ 

School’s dormitory block). In other words, it is not only the timetable that is 

intensive, but also the entire life style. This model echoes the Moscow Art Theatre

heading into the country for the summer, or Grotowski’s actors retreating into the
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woods, or The Group Theatre’s summer exodus from New York. The submersion 

in the actual natural environs of the countryside enables a deep transformation to

happen for the participants – because there is no outside world. (During my own 

‘Intensive’ in January 2016, the internet was often down, so we really were in 

isolation.) Furthermore, the schedule allows for very little intellectual processing 

time. As Krausnick describes it:

Patterns are really difficult to shift. Going at it intensively from eight 

in the morning to ten at night means that the amount of information 

you receive without downtime to process it creates a literal ‘body of 

knowledge’ – within the human body – without the intrusion of 

intellect. And that instinctual knowledge is where I would say the 

actor operates, where the mind-body gestalt is making decisions and 

evaluating and responding.4

One conscious pedagogical principle of the Intensive (one which contributes to 

the side-stepping of the intellect) is that the participants are only told at each 

meal-break what the next class will be. In other words, there is no published daily 

schedule, let alone weekly or monthly. While disconcerting for those like me who 

like to ‘prepare/control/assess the progress’ (delete as appropriate), this 

‘mysteriousness’ not only to stop us preempting ‘outcomes’ in our work, but also 

to enable the tutors to adjust the schedule according to what they see a 

particular group needs. For example, partway through the 2016 Intensive, 

Director of Education and founding member Kevin Coleman introduced some ‘Wit’

workshops into the schedule. He could see that, in our scene work, we were all 

being very heavy-handed with our use of the language and we were 

metaphorically boxing each other’s ears with words. So, a certain ease was 

needed when using various rhetorical devices, and Coleman’s tailor-made 

workshops were able to alert us to our linguistic bludgeoning and inject some 

ease into our text work.

That said, there is a very robust, overarching trajectory to the four weeks 

(which can certainly be perceived by the participants in retrospect). And this 
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robust structure is arguably the primary root of the Month-Long Intensive’s 

success and longevity. The founding members – followed by the second- and 

third-generation actor trainers (‘faculty’) who now predominantly run the 

Intensive – have been sculpting and evolving this structure for forty years in 

delicate response to discoveries, failures, challenges and intuitions about acting 

processes. After forty years, they certainly know what they’re doing! Indeed, 

alumni of the Month-Long Intensive not only include mid-career professionals 

drawn from across the industry and around the globe, but also leading 

psychologists, psychiatrists, educators, peace workers and mediators. 

So what are the fundamental structural components?

The fundamental components

There are certain main classes threaded through most weeks of the Intensive, 

including: Basics, Linklater Voice, Movement, Sound and Movement, Fight, Clown,

Actor-Audience, Sonnet, Scene Work, Lectures and Journaling. In brief:

For Basics, the intention is essentially to understand what it means to speak

a text from your true self. To unlock this surprisingly difficult practice, each 

Intensive core group (comprising approximately forty-five to sixty participants) is 

divided up into small groups of about eight to ten people per Basics class. Every 

Basics group is led by two faculty actor trainers, and the primary material for 

these classes is preselected monologues, chosen by each individual because s/he 

has some personal connection to the text. Under the guidance of the faculty – 

who work with breath, imagination, autobiography and the actor-audience 

relationship – individuals often find themselves connecting to their chosen 

monologue in profound and startlingly unexpected ways.

Classes in the Linklater Voice progression form the bedrock of the 

Intensive’s core curriculum. During these (almost) daily classes, actors are invited

to reacquaint themselves with the physicality of speech, and the significance of 

breath as the foundation of all creative expression and emotional response.

Since the work of S&Co is intensely psychophysical, (almost daily) 

Movement classes address a range of practices from physical flexibility and 
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suppleness, to the power of breath to stir the body, to Elizabethan dance (in 

which everyone is invited to feel that their body-in-motion has its own unique 

beauty). The primary pedagogical intention is for actors to (re)integrate their 

physical response to image, partner and impulse, and to free the natural body.

A class which Linklater evolved in the early years of the Intensive, Sound 

and Movement brings together imagination, impulse, vocal expression, physical 

expression and the holistic integration of the actor’s unique psychophysical 

instrument (in other words, freeing the natural body in synchrony with freeing the

natural voice). (In my experience of these classes, I noted clear resonances with 

Michael Chekhov’s work, as well as Rudolf Steiner’s connection to sound and 

Lecoq’s training of pleasure in sound.) As with all the Intensive classes, the 

specific actor-training discipline is also used to evolve fundamental human skills. 

This was particularly evident in Sound and Movement, which seeks to ignite our 

pleasure in the free expression of movement and sound, and to celebrate the fact

that our bodies and our voices are both physically very adept. 

Fight has always been a key aspect of Shakespeare & Company’s work, 

with the primary human skill being to handle the violence innate in the world and 

in one’s self, let alone Shakespeare’s plays. The primary acting skill is enacting a 

precise score of physical action (such as ‘the upper cut’ punch to the chin, or 

strangulation) and learning to execute it technically (albeit committedly), in such 

a way that powerful feelings are evoked in the audience, regardless of the actor’s

objectivity in the moment of execution. This aspect of the pedagogy is another 

exploration of the actor-audience relationship: i.e. ‘As an actor, I don’t need to 

feel truly violent in order for you – the spectator – to experience trepidation 

watching me enact something violent’. (And the same could be said of joy, sorrow

or any other human emotion: as my acting master Filozov taught me at VGIK, ‘It’s

the audience who have to feel the emotion, not the actor.’)

 As with fight, Clown has been a part of Shakespeare & Company’s 

aesthetic from its early years. The clown classes (often titled ‘Play’ on the 

curriculum) evolve during the Month-Long into bouffon and the exploration of the 

sacred and the profane. The primary acting skill is essentially to develop willing 

vulnerability and free each actor’s inner child. The primary human skill that 
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evolves is the innocence of dynamically listening to your partner and to the 

audience without missing a moment. Participants are invited to consider that the 

clown only has three brain cells: so s/he doesn’t have enough headspace to 

preempt some wonderfully clever result. Therefore, you can only go with 

moment-by-moment process of being on stage pursuing a particular action while 

in direct connection with the audience.

Evening classes during the Month-Long frequently include Lectures on 

subjects including: the Function of the Theatre, Structure of the Verse, Theatre-

Therapy-Theology (and the healing power of theatre), the Elizabethan World 

View, Wit and Rhetoric, and sometimes First Folio work. These lectures serve as a 

canny balance to the deep and often autobiographical research that is taking 

place during the acting classes. The underlying invitation is to expand our 

consciousness beyond the local, personal and psychological aspects of the actor 

training. In this way, we can allow the binary to co-exist of personal 

autobiography rubbing up against four-hundred-year-old texts. (During the 

January 2016 Intensive, these lectures were often led by Packer, who – sans notes

and in the Socratic style of interaction with the audience – could guide the packed

room through three hours of wisdom and insight with enviable ease.)

One of the unique aspects of Shakespeare & Company (as aforementioned) 

is the central role of the audience and the dynamic actor-audience relationship. 

Over forty years, they have crafted a series of intense exercises entitled Actor-

Audience designed to give the participants some very powerful experiences. The 

underlying intentions of these exercises include (1) realigning what it feels like in 

your body and voice to speak deep truths publicly; (2) putting a scene on its feet 

in front of an audience and feeling how both the space and the audience 

contribute to that experience; and (3) reconnecting with the energy of live 

performance, and experiencing how the audience breathes in the scenes as much

as the actors breathe out the words.

In addition to the self-selected monologues, there are two other text-based 

assignments during the Month-Long. Sonnet work explores the structure of the 

verse, along with the role of breath – both within that poetic structure and in 

connection to image and thought. Under the decades-long auspices of Director of 
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Education Dennis Krausnick, the focus of the sonnet work is the condensing of big

emotions into fourteen tight lines. Krausnick foregrounds the role in 

Shakespeare’s sonnets of ‘poet, lover and lunatic’, giving the participants 

permission to explore the explosion of madness that builds up over when intense 

structure, breath, image and passion are interwoven – usually around the theme 

of love. 

In addition to the sonnet work, all participants are partnered up for scene 

and Text work, the choice of scenes and partners arising out of the faculty’s 

attentive observation of what each individual needs to work on. In small group 

sessions (working on two scenes at a time, i.e. with four scene partners), different

faculty members are assigned work-time with the various small groups. (It should 

be noted that the faculty meet in every lunch and dinner break, to discuss each 

participant’s process. Thereafter, they determine which faculty members would 

be best equipped to work next with particular scene-partners in order to access 

their truths, overcome their blocks or navigate the unconscious challenges 

arising. In other words, would a clown faculty or a fight faculty or a movement 

faculty or a voice faculty be the next best facilitator for a particular scene? During

my own Intensive, I was struck by the extraordinary attention to each individual’s 

process that is honored by the collective faculty in so brief a learning 

environment.)

The final aspect of the Month-Long Intensive to be noted here is the 

(almost) daily practice of self-reflective Journaling. Often this is established 

formally in late-afternoon sessions, with various prompts offered (by Krausnick in 

the 2016 Intensive). These prompts are intended to disambiguate and clarify – 

through the process of writing – some of the profound questions arising for each 

individual from the embodied psychophysical work.

A personal response

It should be remembered that most participants on the Month-Long Intensive are 

mid-career professionals. Many of us came from other training experiences, 

professional trajectories and/or teaching positions, bringing with us (inevitably) a 
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whole host of ingrained habits. Some of those habits (I can note) were certainly 

easier to shift than others,. Not that there is any particular result or outcome 

intended for the Month-Long Intensive: in fact, the absolute opposite. The 

emphasis is constantly on ‘being the author of your own journey’. In other words, 

each participant will get out of the training as much or as little as s/he chooses to 

put into it. 

I confess that this was a major challenge for me. During much of the 

Intensive, I was looking to my teachers or directors for reassurance that I was 

doing the right thing as I concertedly tried to recondition myself from some really 

bad habits. It was unexpectedly difficult to trust that my own psychophysical 

instrument would be ‘my best teacher’; to trust that my own feelings – in my 

body and in my heart – were telling me that I was doing the right thing. Despite 

the fact that the faculty were continuously asking, ‘What do you want to try in 

this rendition of your scene today? What would you like to explore this time with 

your monologue?’  it took me three out of the four weeks to realise that I really 

was the author of my own narrative throughout the month. It was not lip-service 

on my teachers’ part. They really didn’t mind what I learned, or what I went away 

with, or what I evolved. I could almost say they didn’t really care – it wasn’t their 

concern. And therefore I had nothing to prove. Nothing to lose. Nothing to gain.

And the whole process was not at all easy. I initially resisted the seemingly 

therapeutic quality of some of the work until, one day in the Basics class, Packer 

said, ‘You can’t do Shakespeare unless you bring your whole self into the room.’ 

This phrase landed on me like a bird of prey. ‘What does it mean as an actor to 

“bring your whole self into the room”?’ I realised that I’d been training other 

actors and students for nearly twenty years – and what on earth had I been 

teaching them during all that time? I found that I was learning as much about 

myself as an actor trainer, as I was about myself as an actor. 

There is no ‘playing’ the character – or ‘becoming’ the character – or ‘being’

the character. There is only bringing your whole self into the room. 

It seemed so darned obvious. 
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So, first of all, why was I resisting it? And secondly, what was so 

revolutionary about this idea that meant that, only now, was I realising how 

monumental it was? 

I began to understand – as if for the first time – that if, as actors and theatre

makers, our mission is to connect image to breath to experience for the audience,

we have to be wholly willing to shed our egos as actors. In many ways, (in the 

words of actor Tamara Hickey, a fellow alumna of the S&Co Intensive, as well as 

playing Portia in Packer’s 2016 The Merchant of Venice and Imogen in her 2017 

Cymbeline) ‘acting is a spiritual practice’. It is the total elimination of the gap 

between breath, impulse, expression and connection. As Packer herself had put it 

nearly forty years earlier, ‘the actors “became” the words, so to speak (as a 

musical instrument is its notes). There was no separation between them and the 

words they were speaking’ (see above). Essentially, this is what Stanislavsky calls

the ‘creation of the living word’ or what Grotowski calls the via negativa. 

Merging methodologies: Packer and Stanislavsky

In this final section, I focus on Tina Packer as one of the most eminent female 

directors in North America, since it is in her professional directing that the merger

of methodologies comes into sharp focus. I am fortunate to have worked with her 

on three occasions to date: playing Margaret in Richard III at Colorado 

Shakespeare Festival (2012), Nerissa in The Merchant of Venice at Shakespeare &

Company (2016) and as The Queen and Arviragus in Cymbeline (2017). Although 

Stanislavsky is not an explicit part of S&Co’s vocabulary, there are clear 

(essentially unconscious) cross-references to Stanislavsky’s practices in Packer’s 

processes. 

First of all, her rehearsal scripts are distributed to the cast prior to rehearsal

broken down into beats of action, and those beats are then given names that sum

up the main ‘event’. 

Second, there are striking echoes of Stanislavsky’s psychophysical practices

in the rehearsal room. In place of a regular table-read of the play, Day One 

involves what Packer calls ‘working the play on its feet’. Everyone sits in a circle 
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(actors, director, associate directors, stage management and design team) and 

when the actors are part of a scene, they step into the centre of the circle and 

engage with the scene physically, spatially and in relation to the whole ensemble.

If another character is mentioned in the text but doesn’t directly appear in the 

scene, the speaking actor references the character/actor wherever they might be 

sitting in the circle. In this way, a matrix of strong visual, physical and emotional 

anchor-points between the ensemble is established from the get-go. In a manner 

not dissimilar to Active Analysis, the actors have to ‘be in their bodies’ in order to 

engage with this process wholeheartedly; they have to take risks; and they have 

to feed off each other. Since this early rendition of the role is not necessarily how 

they’re going to interpret it finally in performance, the policy is ‘No blame. No 

shame’: everyone has permission to try anything. The whole process – just as 

with Active Analysis – is a little like diving into a cold swimming pool. If the actors 

know any part of the text by heart, they can let loose and fly with it; if they don’t 

know it, they can be ‘fed in’ (which means an assistant director stands directly 

behind them quietly ‘feeding in’ the lines to them without offering emphases or 

interpretations). Or they can have the text in their hand. No big deal. All that is 

required is a sense of bravery, commitment, and ‘giving of yourself’. ‘Working the

play on its feet’ is terrifying and immensely liberating. 

The closest thing to ‘tablework’ that Shakespeare & Company undertake is 

Packer’s original practice of ‘dropping in’. 

Dropping in 

The purpose of ‘dropping in’ is essentially to ignite the ‘creation of the living 

word’. This original practice was created by Packer over forty years ago when she

wanted to find a way of freeing actors’ imaginations and helping them create 

authentic connections to loaded words such as ‘madness’, ‘murder’, ‘hate’, 

father’, ‘daughter’, and everything in between without trawling emotional 

backstories. To some extent, she drew from her experience of Gestalt therapy 

and various forms of phenomenology. Gestalt therapy is linked fundamentally to 

the creation of the living word, in that it foregrounds the process of what’s 
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actually happening in this conversation over the content of what’s being talked 

about with these words. In other words, it emphasises what is being done, 

thought and felt in the present moment, so that we can bring that awareness to 

the very direct experience of what’s going on between us in our process of 

communication.

The following description of ‘dropping in’ is very brief and gives just a hint 

of the delicate and nuanced process. 

First of all, the actors in a scene sit opposite each other with knees 

interlocked (or, if there are more than two actors in the scene, they sit close 

enough to each other so that their knees can lightly touch around the circle). In 

this way, no particular individual or character is dominant. Next to each actor sits 

a ‘dropper in’ (usually Packer herself if she’s directing and/or her associate 

directors). Eye contact is maintained between the actors. Their bodies remain as 

relaxed as possible (hands on knees, bums into the back of the chair seat, spines 

long and jaws relaxed). They breathe deeply into the pelvis (as with all Linklater 

voice work) and their lips are slightly parted to prevent their jaws from clenching. 

The ‘dropper-in-ers’ then ask a series of questions to stimulate the actors’ 

imaginations. Here are some of the examples drawn from S&Co’s ‘Notes for 

Dropping In’, using Hamlet’s line: ‘Mother, you have my father much offended’. 

The dropper-in-er for Hamlet takes one word – say, ‘mother.’ They say the 

word, ‘mother’ and they let the actor repeat it, simply feeling the quality of the 

word in his mouth. 

The dropper-in-er then asks a question – one that could apply both to the 

world of the play/character and to the world of the actor. For example, it could be:

‘How long has it been since you’ve seen your mother?’: this question can apply as

much to the actor as it could to Hamlet. On the other hand: ‘Do you remember a 

time playing around Elsinore?’ only applies to Hamlet, so it’s not as helpful.

The questions should have no moral or right/wrong point of view. So, rather 

than asking, ‘Why do you hate your mother so much?’ it’s more useful to ask the 

question ‘Do you love your mother?’ followed by ‘Do you hate your mother?’.
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The dropper-in-er strives to balance out the questions so that the actor has 

the opportunity to experience images that arise on both the darker sides of the 

situation and the lighter sides. 

The actor answers all the questions only with the dropped-in word: in this 

case: ‘mother’. However, each time they answer a question (as long as they’re 

dropping in committedly and imaginatively), the word is inevitably loaded with 

the images and feelings provoked by the alchemical mixture of the question and 

the word. 

The dropper-in-er asks about four questions per word and then moves on to

the next word (or phrase) in the text.

In my experience of ‘dropping in’, the effect is very much like Stanislavsky’s

Active Analysis in terms of the ‘silent études’ or early improvisations. The main 

difference being that the emphasis with ‘dropping in’ is on words and free-

associating images, whereas silent études are obviously silent! The main 

similarity is that the actors’ eye contact and energetic exchange open all kinds of 

imaginative inroads into the text. Indeed, the benefits are very similar. ‘Dropping 

in’ and Active Analysis both build the individual backstory to a character’s given 

circumstances, while simultaneously stimulating the imaginations of all the actors

involved in the scene. Both processes effortlessly connect the actors’ 

autobiographies and affective memories with the fiction of the drama. And 

because of the sustained eye contact, both processes create a rehearsal situation

that is all about the onstage partner(s), building up a kind of history with them 

that becomes a strange blend of imagination, memory and energetic complicity. 

As with Active Analysis, it is also wonderfully time efficient, as it accesses many 

sensory reverberations with very little effort. Similarly, it becomes a subtle 

merger of actor with character, and it really does ‘create the living word.’

Epilogue

We live in a very important time globally, as the value of the ‘word’ is being daily 

eroded. What contribution can actor training make to ‘the creation of the living 

word’, and to our mindful behaviour towards each other as artists and as 
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humans? As mentioned at the start of this paper, the key questions underpinning 

Shakespeare & Company’s three-pronged mission of education, training and 

performance are: ‘What does it mean to be alive?’, ‘How should we act?’ and 

‘What should I do?’ In further pursuit of these questions – on a broad humanist 

canvas and in further merging of methodologies – the next iteration of The S 

Word focuses on actor training’s possible contribution to social discourse.

The S Word: A Practical Acting Laboratory (PAL) brings together Tina Packer

with Stanislavsky expert Sharon M. Carnicke and actor Kimberly Guerrero 

(cofounder of The StyleHorse Collective and originator of the Native American 

Johnna Monevato in Tracey Letts’ August: Osage County). From April 6-8 2018 at 

the University of California, Riverside (in collaboration with the Stanislavski 

Centre and Rose Bruford College of Theatre and Performance), Carnicke, Guerrero

and Packer will be working with three individual groups of interdisciplinary 

participants asking questions such as ‘How do we connect breath to image to 

truthful, mindful expression?’, ‘How do we train empathy?’ and ‘What is the role 

of storytelling, ceremony and ritual in today’s society?’ Both drawing upon and 

merging methodologies, what can fundamental actor training do in assisting us 

socially and globally during this time of divisiveness, suspicion and the devaluing 

of the word and our understanding of truth? As I write up this paper, President 

Trump speaks to the United Nations, hurricanes tear apart Puerto Rico and 

earthquakes shudder through Mexico. Human beings are suffering all manner of 

stresses to their sense of existence, both natural and ethical. On our disciplinary 

level as actors and educators, we use our own bodies, imaginations, intellects and

emotional repertoires for sites of practice-based research, thus having a profound

responsibility to forge further discourse about what it means to be alive, how we 

should act and what we should do – for our communities local and non-local. 

Further information about participation in the PAL can be found at 

http://theatrefutures.org.uk/stanislavski-centre/the-s-word-a-practical-acting-

laboratory-university-of-california-riverside-april-2018/ 

And online booking is available at:

http://store.bruford.ac.uk/product-catalogue/research-centres/research-events/

the-stanislavski-centre
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As I concluded my paper in response to the 2016 The S Word: Stanislavski 

and the Future of Acting – watch this space.
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